
BGRS\SB-2012 CONFERENCE 

POST-TOUR: HELLO BAIKAL 

Irkutsk–Circum-Baikal Railway (CBR)–Listvyanka–Tal'tsy–Irkutsk 

Overall duration: 8 days and 7 nights 
 

This tour is arranged for those who have 

dreamed for long to visit the deepest 

lake of the globe.  

Lake Baikal is a 

unique 

phenomenon. You 

will remember its 

breathtaking 

primeval purity for 

long and desire to 

see it again and again. Its fauna has 

nearly all major taxa of freshwater 

animals. Baikal water contains so little 

salts that it can be used as distilled. 
  

   
 

  Check-in: 01.07. - 08.07.12 

 

Day 1 

Start 

Rendezvous at the Novosibirsk Glavny railway station in the evening, 1 h before 

the train departure. Ride to Irkutsk, economy class. Please check the departure time 

5 days before.  

Day 2 Ride by rail 

Day 3 
Irkutsk 

Arrival at Irkutsk, the capital of East Siberia. Reception by the guide. Breakfast. 

General city sightseeing. Lunch. Visit to one of city's museums. You can spend the 

spare time after the events by attending the most favourite site of promenades in 

the city, the Angara quay. Transfer and hotel reception in double rooms, with a 

shower and toilet on each floor or per block of rooms. Spare time.  

Day 4 

Irkutsk–

CBR–

Listvyanka 

Breakfast. Preparation to ride. Transfer to the railway station. Ride by CBR. 

During the ride, we will have several stops at the most picturesque sites of CBR, 

which is a sample of architecture and engineering of the early 20
th

 century. Basket 

lunch. Arrival to Port Baikal, transfer, and reception at a hostel.  

Day 5 

Listvyanka 

Breakfast. Spare time in Listvyanka. Have a rest at our sacred sea. You can have 

some extra services for small additional fees: visits to the Museum of Lake Baikal, 

the pool of the Baikal seal, and Chersky Cliff; ride over Baikal on board air-

cushion craft Khivus, in winter, quadding or dog sledding. Dinner. 

Day 6 

Listvyanka–

Tal'tsy–

Irkutsk 

Breakfast, spare time. Transfer to Irkutsk (Time by agreement with the party 

depending on the time of their departure). Visit to the wooden architecture 

museum Tal'tsy. Stop at a sacred site of local people. a glimpse of local traditions. 

Transfer to the railway station. 

Evening: departure to Novosibirsk by rail, economy class. 

Day 7 Ride by rail 

Day 8 Arrival at Novosibirsk 



TOUR COST:     20240 rubles 

 

 

Included:  

1. Ride by rail Novosibirsk–Irkutsk–Novosibirsk (economy class). 

2. Tours according to the programme.  

3. Guide service according to the programme.  

4. Board according to the programme. 

5. Transfers according to the programme. 

6. Double or triple rooms in Irkutsk (sanitary facilities on each floor). 

7. Double or triple rooms in Listvyanka (incomplete facilities). 

8. Ride by CBR, visits to museums. 

9. Medical insurance. 

Attendant service (for a complete party). 

 

 

Not included:  

1. Nourishment in trains.  

2. Luggage room. Municipal transport. 

3. Extra tours and nourishment, visits to theatres, museums, etc. 

4. Additional fee for single-room accommodation: 3600 roubles. 

5. Upgraded room. 
 

 

 

The program of the Post Tour has been developed by the Odysseya Tourist Agency 

 

OOO Odysseya Tourist Agency 
Authorized Dealer: Set' TBG. Tourist Brands 

 
ul. Ordzhonikidze 28A, office 2, Novokuznetsk,  

Kemerovo oblast, 654005 Russia  
 

Individual Taxpayer Identification Number 4217102069, Tax Registration Reason 
Code 421701001 Principal State Registration Number 1084217001747  

 
Phone/fax (3843) 390-912,  

e-mail: odysseya@inbox.ru; odysseya@kuz.ru , www.odysseya-tury.ru 
Director: Oksana V. Bel'kova 

 

 

TO TAKE PART IN THE POST TOUR, YOU ARE REQUESTED TO APPLY FOR THE 

PARTICIPATION 

 

 

Payment in two parts: 

 Part 1: 10120 rubles, fund transfer before April 25. 

 Part 2. 10120 rubles in cash on the day of conference check-in. 

 

 

Applications for the participation in the Post tour should be submitted to bgrs2012@bionet.nsc.ru with a 

carbon copy to zub@bionet.nsc.ru, subject “Application for the Post tour”. 

The application form should include the name, city of residence, and country of residence.  

If a double room with twin beds is required, please indicate it in the application form. 
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